
Medical Imaging Methods – CSB036 
 
Lecture 1 

- the essential physics of medical imaging 
- max speed in vaccum 3 x 10^8 m/s 
- em radiation has no mass 
- kVp → peak voltage, max potential difference between anode and cathode 
- energy or photons is always in KeV 
- energy and frequency increase, wavelength decrease 
- em behaves like particle (photon or quanta) as it interacts with matter, is 

waves in a vaccum 
nm is 10^-9 m 
c = wave x v 
e = hv  

- negative sign for BE to show it is deficit 
- further from nucleus is higher energy state, easy to remove 
- window of berrylium 
- stator coils sit outside envelope 
- rotor coils inside envelope (these to form the mutual induction system) 
- bellows → reservoir for when the oil expands from heat 
- characteristic radiation → unique to every element, inner shell intereactions, 

mostly k shell, when there is enough energy to remove a k shell electron 
- ka is transition from adjacent shells 
- kb is transition from non adjacent shells (more powerful, greater energy 

difference) 
- bremsstrahlung is interaction with nucleus →  passes close nucleus and gives 

off xray, closer makes higher energy xray 
- characteristic threshold is 69.5 (for tungsten in an xray tube) 
- effective (average) energy of the beam → the hump of the graph 

 
 

Lecture 2 
- Factors effecting the xray emission spectrum 
- Y axis (amplitude) shows number of photons in beam 
- Area under graph gives the total no. of xrays/photons (intensity of the beam) 
- 1/3 to ½ of the kVp is the average energy of the polyenergetic beam 
- Shape of spectrum 
- Position on the x axis → shows how powerful the beam is, to the right is 

stronger 
- Larger area under curve means greater intensity beam 
- Intensity is the amount of photons in an area(quantity) 
- mAs affects only quantity 
- kVp affects quantity and quality (average energy and max energy) 

 
Effect of mAs 



- double mAs will all other conditions remain the same (SID, collimation, tissue 
thickness) 

- Twice as many electrons will flow so twice as many xrays will be produced 
- On the graph this increases the amplitude and the area under the graph 

 
Effect of kVp 

- Efficiency of brems and characteristic production increases (more photons 
produce for same electron nmbers 

- Energy of electrons increase so able to get closer to nucleus, release greater 
energy brems 

- Higher amplitude, emax will change, average energy will change and shift 
on the x axis, area under the graph will increse 

- Area under the curve changes by the square of the kVp increase factor (from 
80kvp to 100, so 100/80 squared) 

- Xray quantity will increase by the square of this factor 
- 70/62 squared x 6.3 = 8cm2  
- 70/62 squared x 215 = 274 MR 

 
 
Filtration 

- Inherent → collimator, oil, glass envelope. Built into the tube, changes the 
brems emission from a straight line to a curve. Expressed in mm of 
aluminium and kvp (e.g. 1.5 mm/ 80kVp) 

- Added → put in yourself, goes in the collimation. Are thin layer of copper 
usually (.1, .2 or .3 mm) 

- Compensating → for uneven body part thickness 
- It absorbs the low energy photons, reduces the left side of the brems (low 

energy) 
- Therefore beam intensity decreases (smaller area under curve) and the 

average energy goes up (shifts right on the x axis), plus reduced amplitude 
- Main function to reduce patient dose 
- Quantity of beam reduces, quality increased 
- Each additional layer has less magnitude of effect 
- Beam gets more powerful as it gets through layers, more hardened as low 

energy xrays are already removed  
 
Target Material 

- atomic number (Z = 74 for tungsten) 
- Higher atomic number has more efficient brems production and higher 

energy xrays 
- Characteristic xrays will also change dependant on the k binding energy 
- High Z means larger .under the curve, higher energy characteristic xrays 

 
Inverse Square Law 

- i1 / i2 = d2/d1 squared 
- the further you go away the less intensity 
- if you double the distance the intensity is quartered (divided by 4) 



- Direct square law (used to calculate new mAs for changed distance to keep 
same intensity) 

- mAs1/mAs2 = (d1/d2)2  
- If half the distance divide the mAs by 4 
- brems and characteristic take place in the tube 
- photoelectric and Compton happen in the patient 
- PE the xray is total absorbed in the tissue 
- Compton is scatter, another interaction within matter but is not useful to 

producing image 
- Probability of PE is proportional to Z3/E3 
- Directly proportional to Z3 and inversely proportional to E3 
- Where z is the atomic number of the source and e is the atomic number of 

the medium passing through 
- Photoelectric effect will decrease with increasing energy 
- Example in lecture → 22 time more likely for high atomic number (barium) to 

undergo PE than low atomic number (calcium) 
- As energy increases Compton increases and PE decreases (relative to one 

another, Compton decreases with increasing energy but less so compared to 
PE) 
 

Attenuation 
- Reduction of photons as they pass through matter 
- Coherent scatter at low energy, Compton at higher energies 
- Pair production has a threshold of 1.02 mEv 
- Attenuation is due to these interactions 
- Attenuation reduces number of photons of energy fluence 
- Energy fluence is measure at the IR, DAP (dose area product) 
- Dose is mGy times cm2 
- Attenuator path (the human body) 
- Every layer removes some amount of photons, the more layer and thickness 

the more photons are removed from the beam 
- Simply → thicker path means more attenuation 
- Linear attenuation coefficient → fraction of photons removed from 

monoenergetic beam per unit thickness 
- Units are cm-1 
- Coefficient total = coefficient compton + coefficient pe 
- Primary beam and remnant beam 
- Photons are being absorbed exponentially 
- N = N0 e-ux 
- N = remnant beam/transmitted photons through the medium 
- No = primary beam 
- LAC is dependant on photon energy and type of tissue going through 
- In soft tissue LAC usually ranges from .35 to .16 
- Density = g/cm3 
- Half value layer → the thickness of material required to reduce the intensity 

to half the intensity of the primary beam 
- Hvl = 0.693/u 



- HVL is an expression of beam penetrability 
- Stronger beam requires a greater thickness to stop the penetrating 
- Mean free path → distance a photon travels in matter before interaction 
- MFP = 1/u = 1.44 HVL 
- For soft tissue → equal probability of compton and pe is at about 30 kEv, 

below that PE dominates, above that compton dominates 
- For bone → equal probability at 40keV, below pe dominates, above compton 

dominates 
 
Hereogenous Beam 

- Multiple photon energies 
- Each layer changes the LAC value and average energy 
- Represent polyenergetic beam as a monoenergetic beam base on the 

average energy (the hump) 
- Effective Beam energy is the soloution → 1/3 to ½ of emax 
- A more suitable representation of the entire beam than emax 
- If the kVp is below 100, generally use 1/3 of emax 
- Above 100 use 1/2 of emax, because graph shifts right with higher energy 
- Use that effective energy to determine LAC 
- Beam hardening → low energy photons are removed as it is attenuated 

through the tissue and the quality of the beam is increased 
 

Lecture 3 
- AEC: automatic exposure control 
- Exposure auto terminates when the appropriate density is received by 

receptors 
- Means that you don’t have to set mAs 
- The purpose is to give consistent and reproducible exposures every time 
- Regardless of different thickness of body parts or patients 
- Essentially counts the number of photons and terminates when the set 

threshold is reached 
- 3 independent chambers or sensors, one middle and two on sides (slightly 

higher) 
- For PA chest the 2 side chambers are most commonly used 
- If multiple detectors are used, termination determined by averaging the 

two’s readings 
- For abdomen use all 3 chambers for soft tissue and spine inclusion 
- Back up timer to terminate exposures beyond certain limits 
- Is a fail safe timer that is mAs specific (usually 500) or time dependant (600 

millisecs) 
- This also locks the machine and requires a reset 
- With AEC positioning is critical otherwise image will over or under expose it 

self 
- AEC can be located before or after the IR (entrance or exit type) 
- Most common are the entrance type 
- Ionization chamber is an entrance type, counts the photons with an 

electrometer to reach the threshold and then terminates 



- 3 detector types: photomultiplier tubes, ionization chambers and solid state 
detectors 

- Photomultiplier: scintillation detector where crystals emit light upon 
interaction with ionizing radiation. This material covers the detector area. 
The light is proportional the amount of incident radiation, signal amplified by 
photomultiplier tube. 

- Ionization chamber: 2 thin parallel plates within a flat chamber and air 
between plates. Compressed to increase air density and the probability of 
interaction. Gas becomes ionized by incoming radiation, charged electrodes 
draw these charged ions to create a current (electron flow). Cheap with air 
but more effective with inert gasses. Gas with higher atomic mass means 
more compression and more interaction.  

- Ionization are most common, PMT oldest and solid state newest 
 
Scatter Contrast and Grids 

- Contrast, the shades of grey on the x-ray image 
- High contrast is few greys (short scale), low contrast is many greys (long 

scale) 
- Sometimes you want high contrast and sometimes you want low 
- Contrast resolution: a systems ability to differentiate 2 objects, side by side, 

that have slightly different densities 
- CT has good contrast resolution up to 2% (the density difference between 2 

objects) 
- Scatter can compromise contrast by adding a uniform layer of grey 
- Scatter is noise, decreases contrast resolution and therefore image contrast 
- Scatter → increases with kVp (scatter produced with higher kVp have more 

energy so scatter angle is smaller and better chance of scatter reaching the 
IR), increases with xray field size, and increases with patient/part size 

- Beam restricting devices include aperture diaphragm, cone/cylinders and 
collimators 

- Grids are to remove scatter from the remnant beam, located between the 
patient and the IR 

- Doesn’t stop the scatter from reaching the patient, only the IR 
- Strips of lead with interspaces made of lucent air or plastic 
- Potter-bucky diaphragm, usually removable grid and cassette tray 
- The bucky is a moving grid to blur lead lines and clean up scatter more 

efficiently 
- Ratio → Scatter / Remnant beam 
- Looks at field of view, thickness of patient and energies of xrays 
- Example for abdomen xrays: S/R is 3 to 1, patient is 20cm and approx 75% of 

photons are scatter 
- For someone larger than 20cm the ratio can be up to 6 to 1 
- If the body part is greater than 10cm or the kVp greater than 60, use a grid 
- Focused grid → must be used at certain SID 
- Grid ratio: ratio of height to width of interspaces, higher ratio mean more 

efficient scatter clean up 
- Height of strip / the distance between strip 


